The badge appears to be the only visual evidence surviving from the medieval period that commemorates the importance and possible appearance of Our Lady of Mount Carmel. The date (c.1270-9) suggested by the archaeological context in which the badge was found is corroborated by internal stylistic evidence - the whimsical form of the final letter E for instance, which was not uncommon in the late 13th century (Lassure & Villeval 1987, 178), as well as the epigraphy generally and such features of fashion as the lowness of the Virgin's crown and the 'pill-box' hat and barbette, or chinstrap, worn by the woman cured of madness. As for the friar, the depiction of a small figure at prayer beneath an arch at the base was a common practice on 13th century seals. The distinctive shape of the Swan Lane badge, with its pointed upper and lower lobes, has so far been found in only one other pilgrim sign, perhaps a little later in date, from the cathedral of San Salvador, Oviedo (Asturia, Spain), which lay close to the main pilgrim road to Compostela, this badge was found in the Seine at Paris (Forgeais 1865, 56). Earlier versions of the badge, also showing Christ the Saviour enthroned, have semicircular lobes above and below as well as at the sides (ibid., 58; van Heeringen et al. 1987, 118). The underlying pointed oval shape of the Swan Lane badge and its inscribed border are, however, echoed by many seals at the turn of the 13th century and, as noted above (see pp 233-4), by badges issued around that time at some other shrines, which, like Toulouse and Oviedo, were situated on or close to the pilgrim routes to Compostela in southern France and northern Spain.
The Swan Lane badge alludes to the order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel (otherwise known as the Carmelite or White Friars). The order grew out of a congregation of hermits who settled on the slopes of Mount Carmel from the middle of the 12th century, having been drawn to the Holy Land initially as crusaders or pilgrims. About 1238, seeking to escape further persecution by the Saracens, the hermits of Carmel migrated in groups to various parts of Europe.
One such group set out for Toulouse, taking with them an image of the Virgin. Welcomed by the bishop there, they were allocated an isolated site on the outskirts, and here the miracle-working image of the Virgin was to be venerated for a quarter of a century. Aiming to adopt a more apostolic role, in 1264 the Carmelites secured permission from the civic authorities to move to a site in the heart of Toulouse. The document confirming this agreement makes reference to the number of miraculous cures already effected by the image of the Virgin belonging to the friars. On their new site the Carmelites set about building a church and convent dedicated to the Blessed Mary of Mount Carmel (Lesur 1973, 102-5). The church, which seems to have been completed by 1270, was of modest size and yet was large enough to have been given a doorway of remarkable grandeur, crowded with sculptured figures. The popularity of the Carmelites and of their image of the Virgin was such that the new church was almost immediately deemed to be too small, and in 1277 there began the first stage of its enlargement, the construction of a new apsidal choir, incorporating a cluster of radiating chapels (Lesur 1974, 275-6).
It is to this crucial, pioneering phase in the establishment of the Carmelite order, not only at Toulouse but elsewhere, that the badge found at Swan Lane appears to belong. The pilgrim who wore it would have returned to London to find that there also the new order was consolidating itself on a Thames-side site in Fleet Street, next to the Knights Templars. This pilgrim seems likely to have journeyed to Toulouse a little too early to have benefited from the 100 days' indulgence granted by the Pope in 1309 to all who visited the church of Our Lady of Mount Carmel during feasts of the Virgin. By then the famous image was standing in the new choir above the high altar. Income from the offerings of pilgrims subsequently helped to sustain an ambitious building programme that was to include a remarkable transverse nave, converting the plan of the church into a vast, upturned letter T (ibid., 1974l 279 ff).

